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By Greg Rucka

Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group Inc, United States, 2004. Paperback. Condition: New.
Reprint. Language: English . Brand New Book. Greg Rucka has earned the kind of reputation that all
thriller writers envy: his crime fiction grabs readers by the throat and compels them to read as if
their own lives were at stake. Now, in an electrifying departure, Rucka creates a new kind of hero: a
damaged young woman in free fall who s not only in danger--but dangerous. A Fistful of Rain Mim
Bracca is riding the fast lane straight off the end of the world. Now she s coming home without a
job, without a future, and without a prayer--and only one last chance to get her feet under her, or
go down forever. But home has its own terrors, including a past Mim has done everything possible
to leave behind. Now that past is coming back with the shocking speed and deadly intent of a sniper
s bullet, aimed to destroy her once and for all. When Mim suffers her first blackout, waking up
dazed and bloodied, she s certain she s hit rock bottom. She s wrong. She s only just begun to fall.
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Very good e book and helpful one. it was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am quickly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Connor  Lowe IV-- Connor  Lowe IV

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Lea  Leg r os V-- Lea  Leg r os V
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